Introduction. In this paper we establish some facts about the structure of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra, J3(G), of a locally compact group G, which were inspired by [7] , [11] and [14] . In particular, we apply the characterization of the (nonzero) spectrum of B(G), σ(J9(G)), obtained in Theorem 1 (ii) of [17] to investigate further the structure of this spectrum. As one of several applications, we relate the smallest, positive element of σ(B(G)) to the almost periodic compactification of G. It soon becomes apparent that a deep understanding of closed, bi-translation invariant subspaces (and more specially, sub-algebras and ideals) of B(G) is needed. It is to this end that we introduce a canonical or standard form for any continuous, unitary representation π of G on Hubert space, and with it the notion of the inverse Fourier transform "localized at TΓ".
We follow the notational conventions of [17] and define in the text any new notations introduced.
The spectrum of B(G). If s Eσ(B(G))
there are naturally associated two (norm-decreasing, algebra) endomorphisms of B(G), viz., γ 5 
: b 6B(G)hs,fe GJS(G) and δ s : b EB(G)H>b .s EB(G) where, for example, (x,s.b) = (xs,b) for all JC G W*(G) = B(G)'. Letting

. B(G) = {s .b G B(G): b G B(G)} = γ s (B(G)), similarly for B(G). s,
we observe that these are right, respectively left, translation invariant subalgebras of B(G); where we adopt the convention that the right translate of b E B(G) by g E G is ft . g and <x, ft . g) = <gx, b) for all J C E W*(G). We also observe that the kernels of y s and δ s are right, respectively left, translation invariant ideals of B(G). In case s = s 2 we write, for example, (e -s). B(G) = ker γ s , where e is the unit in W* (G) . We should also observe that s 2 (e -s) . B(G) are norm-closed. We now have the following: PROPOSITION 1. // s E W*(G) is an idempotent, i.e., s 2 = s, then the following are equivalent:
= s implies that s . B(G) and
( If s) . B(G) aright-prime or δ-prime ideal; similarly, B{G) .{e -s) is called a left-prime or γ-prime ideal, where our terminology here is influenced by [13] . Note that a δ-prime ideal ICB (G) has the property that if (ft, .g ι )(b 2 . g 2 ) El for all gugiEGj then either ft,E/ or b 2 
i) sεσ(B(G)); (ii) s ,B(G)is an algebra and (e -s). B(G) is an ideal in B(G); (ii)' y s is an endomorphism (iii) B(G).sis an algebra andB(G) .(e-s)is an ideal inB(G); (iii)' 8 S is an endomorphism.
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) and (ii)' is immediate. We now show that (ii) => (ii)' => (i). Consider that for b ί9 b 2 E B(G),
s 2 = s E σ(B(G)), we call (e -
EL
The following results show that σ(B(G)) is closed under certain operations, and a basis for generalizing some of the results of [14] Proof of Theorem 1. We prove υ γ and \s | γ are in σ{B{G)), the remainder of the theorem follows by symmetry. Note first that s*s E σ(B(G)), since s*s^0, cf., [17] 
Theorem 1 (iii). Thus by the lemma \s\ y Eσ(B(G)).
Now again let ττ,,π 2 be representations as above. We have τr,(g)77 2 (s) = τr 1 (g)π2(ϋ γ )7r 1 (g)π 2 (|5 | γ ) and τr,(5)(g)7r 2 (5) = (π 1 (ί; γ )(g)7r 2 (ι; γ ))(π 1 (|5| γ )(g)7r 2 (|5| γ )). Since 5, \s\ y E σ(B(G)) we have π,(| 5 | y ) 0 τr 2 (| 5 | γ ) = (π,(ι? γ )(g)7r 2 (ι; γ ))(7r 1 (|5| γ )(g)π 2 (|5| γ )) Now ϋ*t? γ is the support of |s| γ , by the definition of the polar decomposition. But it is easy to see that TΓ, ®π 2 (t> γ ) and πi(ι; γ )0 τr 2 (ι? γ ) are partial isometries, both with initial projections equal to the support of ττ,(|s \y)<S}π 2 (\s | γ ). Thus again by uniqueness of the polar decomposition and [17] Theorem 1 (ii), we have υ Ύ Eσ(B(G)).
As corollaries of the method of argument in the foregoing proofs we have:
COROLLARY. IfsE σ(B(G)) + , thens 2 E σ(B(G)) for all complex z with Re z > 0. REMARK. We understand by 5° the support projection of s, which is in σ{B(G))\ and the map z\-+s z is analytic for Rez >0.
REMARK. Speaking loosely, the weakly compact *-semigroup σ(B(G)), see first corollary of Theorem 2, is closed under any operation that commutes with representing and the taking of tensor products. To see that "raising to the z power" has these properties when defined, application of the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators will suffice; or alternatively apply a standard analytic function proof. 
G σ(B(G)).
We now show thatz F is the smallest element in σ(B(G)) + . First consider the case where q is an idempotent in σ{B(G))+. Now Zpq is an idempotent in σ(B(G))+ satisfying z F g z^, or else Zpq = 0. In the latter case (e -q). B(G) is an ideal of B(G) that contains 1, the identity of B{G)\ hence q =0, which is impossible since 0£σ(B(G)). 
COROLLARY. σ(B(G)) is a weakly compact ^-semigroup.
REMARK.
The reader should be careful to note that σ(B(G)) is not a topological semigroup (in general) in the weak topology. However, σ(B(G)) is a topological semigroup in the strong topology (see discussion of topology following Proposition 3). Then σ(B(G))
is not (in general) compact in the strong topology, neither is * strongly continuous, though * is weakly continuous.
Proof. All that remains to be shown is that if x, y E σ(B(G)), then xy / 0. But by Theorem 2 above, we have that z F is smaller than either the support or range projections of x and y. Thus it is easy to see that z F xy Φ 0, hence xy ^ 0.
The following corollary is stated to illustrate in the simplest case, a relationship between the topology of G and the idempotents in σ(JΪ(G)) + . 
COROLLARY. G is compact if and only if the only central element in σ(B(G)
)
t^s*s, t G σ(B(G)).
Then by the second corollary of Theorem 1,11 \ γ = a \ s \ Ύ for some a Eσ(B(G)).
But then t = v' y \t \ y = v\a \s \ y is in σ(B(G))\s\ y =σ(B(G))s.
To get the corresponding "right-handed" proposition just observe that the * operation on σ(B(G)) induces a symmetry between right and left.
Letting 151" denote the projection on the eigenspace of \s\ y corresponding to eigenvalue 1, we have the following chain of inclusions: 
PROPOSITION 3. ICσ(B(G)) is a left-ideal if and only if s El, t £σ(B(G)), and t*t ^s*s imply t EL A corresponding statement holds for right ideals.
Proof. If 5 and t satisfy the above conditions, then for some aEσ(B(G)), t = Ό Ύ \t \ y = v y a \s \ y E σ(B(G))\s\ y = σ(B(G))s Cl.
Conversely, given 5 El Cσ(B(G)) where / satisfies the above condition, we must show that xs El if x E σ(B(G)).
But (Jt5)*(x5) ^ s*s, hence we are done.
We remark that there is a map from the (weakly) closed, right ideals in σ(B(G)) to the left translation invariant "radical" ideals in B(G), where if / is such an ideal in σ(J9(G)), the corresponding radical ideal is {b E B(G): b(s) = 0 for all s E /}.
Before going further we must discuss the strong and weak topologies on σ(i?(G)), as is done in [14] for G abelian. We have that σ(J3(G)) is compact, the involution * is continuous, and multiplication is separately continuous in the weak (or what is the same, weak operator) topology on σ(B(G)). Also, the weak topology is weaker than any of the following strong topologies. (s a -s) (
B(G)) and the following inclusions hold: σ(B(G))pσ(B(G))D pσ(B(G))U σ(B(G))p D pσ(B(G))Π σ(B(G))p = pσ(B(G))p => G p .
Proof The proof is rather easy and left to the reader. Now consider the following conditions on s Gσ(B(G)) + . 
Condition (A): There does not exist a net {s a }Cσ(B(G))
If p Eσ(B(G)) + satisfies condition (A), or equivalently condition (B), then p is called a critical element of σ(B(G))+.
Observe
that p is critical if and only if p is weakly isolated in (pσ(B(G))) + = {ί e σ(B(G)) + : t 2^p } = {tE cr(B(G)) + : t gp}
= pσ(B(G)) + p=(pσ(B(G))p) + .
We now have the following characterization of critical elements:
PROPOSITION 7. (i) p Eσ(B(G))+ is critical', (ii) G py is left-strongly (weakly) open in σ(B(G))p; (iii) G p ,δ is right-strongly (weakly) open in pσ(B(G))\ (iv) G p is strongly (weakly) open in pσ(B(G))p; (v) p is a minimal element of a strongly open and closed subset of σ(J8(G)) + .
Proof. Consider the map θ: s Eσ(B(G))\->s*s Eσ(B(G)) + is continuous from the left-strong to the weak topology. Now in {t E σ(J8(G))+: t 2 ^ p}, if p is critical {p} is weakly open; and G py -θ~\p) is thus left-strongly open in σ(B(G))p = θ-\{t Gcr(β(G)) + : t 2^p }).
That G py is weakly open in σ(B(G))p follows from Proposition 4 (i), thus (i) implies (ii). Clearly, (i) also imples (iii). Conversely, since {p}=σ(B(G)) + ΠG p , γ , and (σ(B(G))p) + = σ(B(G)) + Π σ(B(G))p, we have (ii) implies (i). Clearly (iii) implies (i) also. It is now easy to see that (i) is equivalent to (iv). Now suppose p is critical, then p is a minimal element of the strongly (weakly) open-closed set {t E σ(B(G)) + : p ^t 2 } = {t E σ(B(G)) + : pt = p} (which is the inverse image of weakly isolated point {p} under weakly continuous map t E σ(B(G)) + t-+ptp Epσ(B(G)) + p).
Conversely, if p is a minimal element of some strongly open and closed set 5 Ccr(J5(G)) + , then {p} = SΠ{t E σ(J3(G))+: t ^ p} is strongly (weakly) isolated in pσ(B(G)) + notion of the standardization of π. These concepts have been motivated by our desire to better understand closed, bi-translation invariant subspaces, subalgebras, and ideals in £(G). We present this section with the hope that it will be a useful tool which will bring to bear on any unitary group representation almost the entire calculus previously only used in association with the left-regular representation. Technically we have been motivated by [7] , [8], [10] , [11] as will become apparent, but the Tomita-Takesaki theory makes the dominant contribution.
is an isometry ofB(G F ) onto B(G) Π AP(G) = z F . B(G), where ΛP(G) denotes the almost periodic functions on G.
Proof. Let G denote the almost periodic compactification of G, then /: G -> G the canonical inclusion is such that 'i: B(G)-• AP(G) Π B(G) (isometrically), where AP(G) Π B(G) is a bi-translation invariant
We first note that L\G) ® L\G) may be identified with the nuclear (or trace class) operators, SΓ(
) determined by τ(f®τj) = < ,η)ξ, where although L\G) and its dual L\G) are "the same" we prefer to retain the distinction. Note that < ,τj> indicates we view η as in 
(G).
A version of our next theorem, we have been informed by mail, was obtained independently by a student of P. Eymard, G. Arsac, in his Ph.D. thesis. The research of this paper was carried out independently by the present author without knowledge of the work of Arsac. Our point of view and motivation are different, and our "concrete" transform and standardization concepts, as far as we know, have not been discussed by Arsac. Whereas our proof of Theorem 3 is based on an inverse transform of nuclear (i.e., trace class) operators, Arsac's proof is based on the more abstract projective tensor product representation of this object as a Banach space. Our proofs differ in that we look at a "concrete" transform of nuclear operators; also, we have a C*-algebra of operators to deal with; and thus we obtain more detailed results. Our approach emphasizes the action of G and closely resembles the classical Fourier-transform theory.
DEFINITION. Given a continuous, unitary, representation π of G on H π , we denote the nuclear operators on H π by S'iH^). We define the inverse Fourier-transform of t E ^(H^) to be that complex-valued function on G defined by f π : g E G *->Tr(π (g)t), where Tr is the normalized trace on ^(H^).
We refer to this map as the inverse Fourier transform (localized) at π.
REMARK. This transform is obtained by considering t E SΓ(H π )
as an element in the predual of ^(H π ) and then restricting to the von Neumann algebra {π(g): g E GYC^iH^).
In this way we shall see that U Ez[τr].B(G). If we define the transform by g^GT r(π(g)*t), then U E z [ττ] . B(G), where π is the representation "conjugate" to π. REMARK. Theorem 3 can immediately and obviously be applied to any group representation π such that, for example, π{L\G)) Π SΓ(H π ) is large; and there are many groups whose irreducible representations, for example, have this property. Thus one might say that B(G) is "sufficient" for the Fourier analysis of such groups. We contend, however, in a forthcoming paper that B(G) is "sufficient" for the Fourier analysis of any locally compact group, cf., the final remark of this paper.
We now introduce the concept of the standardization of a continuous, unitary group representation π. This procedure amounts basically to translation of the Tomita-Takesaki theory into the special context of group theory. This standardization process gains added significance when one realizes that with the machinery of this theory any continuous unitary, representation π of group G becomes a "modified left-regular" representation accompanied by the calculus thereof. As an application we will apply Theorem 3 in this setting.
Given any TΓ, as above, let Af(τr) (or Af w , whichever notation is more convenient) be the von Neumann algebra {π(g}: g EG}"C $(H π ).
On M(ττ) there exists a normal, faithful, semi-finite weight denoted by φ(π), or φ π ; we can thus put the pair {Λί(τr), φ(π)} into standard form, cf., [6] , [11] , [12] , [16] . Very briefly, we take left-ideal nφ(τr) = REMARK. With abuse of notation we will often drop the subscript s and use π to denote both π and ττ s , also H π will henceforth refer only to REMARK. This corollary is obvious if one is familiar with the Tomita-Takesaki theory. A quick proof is as follows: Observe that if π is standard, i.e., M π on H π , with unitary involution J n , and self-dual cone P π CH π , then any sigma-finite projection in M π has a cyclic vector ξ (which can be chosen from P π ). But now we are done, cf., REMARK. AS a corollary of the above discussion we get a more detailed version of [5] , Thm. p. 218. Thus we may think of b G
